IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
When using electrical appliances, especially when children are present,
basic safety instructions should always be followed, including the
following:
Polythene bags over product or package may be dangerous. To avoid
danger of suffocation, keep this wrapper away from babies and children.
This bag is not a toy.
DANGER: When the unit is used in a bathroom, unplug it after use since
the proximity of water presents a hazard even when the unit is switched
off.
WARNING: Do not use this appliance in or near bathtubs,
showers, basins or other vessels containing water.
• Do not immerse in water or other liquids.
• Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug
immediately.
• Take care to avoid contact between the hot surfaces of the unit and the
skin, paying particular attention to the face, neck and hands.
• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children)
with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of
experience or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person
responsible for their safety.
• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
IMPORTANT: Always unplug the appliance when not in use or before
cleaning. Do not leave unattended when plugged in or switched on. Do
not place on any heat-sensitive surface and always allow to cool before
storing way.
• Do not use any attachments other than those supplied by Conair
Australia Pty Ltd.
• Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this
instruction booklet.
• This appliance is not intended for commercial use.
• Never drop or insert any object into an opening.
• Attachments may get hot during use. Allow them to cool before
handling.
• Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are
being used or where oxygen is being administered.
• Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.
• Do not use an extension cord with this appliance.
• Do not use this appliance if the supply cord is damaged. In the event
of damage, discontinue use immediately and contact your dealer for
instructions on returning it for examination or exchange.
• After use do not wrap the cord around the appliance as in time this may
cause the cord to fracture. Coil cord loosely by the side of the appliance
in storage.
• Always ensure that the voltage to be used corresponds to the voltage
marked on the unit.
• For additional protection, the installation of a residual current device
(RCD) with a rated operating current not exceeding 30mA is advisable
in the electrical current circuit supplying the bathroom. Ask your
installer for advice.

Compact Travel Setter
VS Sassoon’s Compact Travel Setter is a multi-voltage hair roller set,
suitable for worldwide use. It features 10 multi-sized rollers in
3 sizes for creating all types of curls: 3 large, 3 medium & 4 small + 2
additional small rollers with Ceramic Technology™ to deliver even heat
distribution for a silky, smooth finish. With 12 metal clips and a soft
travel pouch with cord storage, the Compact Travel Setter is the ideal
styling tool for creating soft waves & curls or adding volume to your hair.
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Features:
1. Multi voltage for worldwide use (100 - 240v)
2. 4 small rollers
3. 3 medium rollers
4. 3 large rollers
5. 2 additional small rollers
6. 12 metal clips
7. Stay cool end rings on each of the rollers for easy styling
8. Soft travel pouch with cord and clip storage
9. Heating base
How to use your Compact Travel Setter
1. A plastic cover has been placed over the plug to protect it during
transportation. Remove the plastic cover from the plug before use.
2. Place the hairsetter on a firm, flat surface. With pouch lid closed, and
all rollers in place, plug into a suitable power outlet.
3. O
 nce plugged in, the rollers will begin heating up. Allow rollers to
heat with lid closed, as this will provide the fastest, most efficient
heat up. The rollers should be heated and ready to use within 5-10
minutes. Refer to ‘How to Curl and Style Your Hair’ for further
information.
4. When using the rollers, your hair should be clean and dry, or slightly
damp – never wet.
5. When not in use, the power cord should be safely secured inside
the storage compartment located at the back of the travel pouch.
Gently fold the power cord together and secure in place by sealing
the velcro strip.
How to Curl and Style Your Hair
The Compact Travel Setter features 3 variable sized rollers, allowing for
use on all hair types – from medium to long length hair.
NOTE – The firmness of the curl is determined by several factors:
heat-up time, best roller selection and the length of time the roller is
left in the hair.

Small rollers: use on short hair to create fullness and a tight curl. Tight
curls can be used at the nape of the neck, and used to frame your face.
Medium rollers: use on medium to long hair to create a looser curl, yet
bouncy and full.
Large rollers: use on medium to long hair to create voluptuous curls
with full, extra volume.
1. Select the desired roller size that suits the hairstyle you wish to
create and separate hair into equal sections. Ensure that the hair is
combed through and free from knots and tangles.
2. Take one section of hair at a time and place the ends of the hair on
the roller and wind up towards the scalp, ensuring the ends of the
hair section are secured tightly around the roller. Roll hair up firmly
and secure by using a metal clip.
3. For tight, firm curls use smaller rollers and leave in the hair for at
least 10 minutes before removing. For soft, wavy curls use larger
rollers and remove rollers from the hair after a shorter period of
time.
4. To remove the roller from the hair, hold roller in one hand while
removing the clip with the other. Gently drop the roller out of the
hair section – do not pull, and let the curl bounce back after the
roller is completely removed. Let hair cool for one minute for a firmly
set curl, and then style your hair as desired.
IMPORTANT: After using the hairsetter several times, you will find
the best roller selection, best timing for the texture of your hair and
for the result you desire.
Multi Voltage
This hairsetter has a multi voltage feature for worldwide use. The
voltage automatically converts for ease of use from 100-240v.
NOTE: This hairsetter has an internal automatic converter which will
automatically convert the voltage without the need of a switch. A
suitable plug adaptor will be required, please refer to the chart below.
Plug adaptor
required

Voltage and
plug adaptors

Country

Voltage
setting

British plug: 240V

Ireland, Great Britain,
Singapore, South
America, Hong Kong
(parts only), Africa (parts
only)

240V

European plug:
240V

Asia, Europe, Middle East
Noumea, Scandinavia,
South America, Hong
Kong (parts only)

240V

Australian and
New Zealand
plug: 240V

Australia, New Zealand

240V

American plugs:
120V

North America, Japan,
Canada
(parts of)

120V

What is Ceramic Technology™?
Hair damage is minimised, as the ceramic heat delivers even heat
distribution from the styling appliance, avoiding harmful and damaging
hot spots. Ceramic heat is a gentle, faster styling tool that retains heat
longer versus non-ceramic heat for faster, superior styling results with
enhanced shine.
Cleaning and Maintenance
Your appliance is designed for household use and is virtually
maintenance-free. This product represents the highest standards of
workmanship and engineering research.
If cleaning becomes necessary, disconnect the appliance from the
power outlet. Allow the hairsetter to cool. Clean the unit and the
heating plates with a damp cloth. (Occasionally you may want to clean
the rollers. Use a damp cloth and mild detergent or soap).
If any abnormal condition occurs, unplug the appliance, allow to cool
and return it to your place of purchase.
Limited Two-Year Warranty
This product is subject to the express warranty given on the warranty
card included with the product, as may be amended by reference to and
in accordance with the terms of the warranty cards displayed on
VS Sassoon website www.vssassoon.com.au
To make a warranty claim you must retain your proof of purchase.
Further details can be found at www.vssassoon.com.au and click on
‘customer service’.

Get more from your styling tools, visit

www.vssassoon.com.au

for news, styling tips and much more.
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